The Hearts Center

Program for 2016 Conference in Buenos Aires

Saint Germain Comes with Great Cosmic Beings to Anchor the Light of Freedom in South America

Friday October 7 – Sunday October 9, 2016

In English and Spanish with live translation

Friday, October 7  5:45 – 9:00 pm, Free to all

4:30–5:45 pm  Registration

5:45 pm  Musical Meditation

6:00 pm  Opening of conference and welcome

6:25 pm  Rosary of Faith with Prayers to the Seven Archeiai in Spanish

7:00 pm  HeartStream from Archangel Michael and Faith

7:20 pm  Song and Prayer to El Morya (Song “Hail to the Chief”; Prayer “I AM the One!”)

HeartStream from El Morya

7:45 pm  Intermission for 15 minutes

8:00 pm  Discussion, questions and sharing about the two HeartStreams

9:00 pm  Closing for the day

Saturday, October 8  9:45 am – 6:00 pm

8:45-9:45 am  Registration

9:45 am  10 minutes of musical meditation and 5 minutes of silent meditation

10:00 am  Rosary of Divine Quintessence with the Spanish booklet

Songs, prayers and waltz to Saint Germain and Portia and to Archangel Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst for the freedom of the planet

HeartStream from Saint Germain and Portia
HeartStream from Archangel Zadkiel

12:30 pm  Presentation by Jorge Delgado

1:00 pm  Lunch

3:00 pm  Kuan Yin’s Rosary and songs and prayers to Hercules and Amazonia

HeartStream from Kuan Yin
HeartStream from Elohim Hercules and Amazonia

5:00  Discussion, questions and sharing about the HeartStreams from the afternoon and from earlier today

6:00  Closing for the day
Sunday, October 9  9:45 – 6:00 pm

8:45-9:45 am  Registration

9:45 am  10 minutes of musical meditation and 5 minutes of silent meditation

10:00 am  Vesta’s Solar Rosary in Spanish,
          Songs and prayers
          **Darshan with Lanello and Clare de Lis** with questions and discussion

11:30 am  Intermission for 15 minutes

11:45 am  Prayers and Songs
          **HeartStream from Helios and Vesta** (at 12:00 pm)

12:30 pm  Questions and sharing about the HeartStream
          Sharing about local activities of South American Hearts Center groups

1:00 pm  Lunch (2 hours)

3:00 pm  Songs and prayers to the Divine Director and Cuzco
          **HeartStream from the Divine Director**
          **HeartStream from Cuzco**

5:00 pm  Discussion, questions and sharing about HeartStreams

5:45 pm  Sealing of the Conference

6:00 pm  Circle of unity and gratitude
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